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we play For real

You can bring your kendama everywhere, and spend what could be useless, boring waiting 
time, to try out some new tricks or perfectionate your favourite trick. Give yourself some 
challenges and get the satisfying reward after landing that one trick you were going for. 

“Set goal. Reach. Repeat.” 

Enhance your eye and hand coordination with this authentic piece of design, that will help 
you focus and reboot whenever you need a break. The reasons are endless.

Cultivate a healthy addiction, now pick up a kendama and get hooked!

Definition of play
Engage in activity for enjoyment and recreation rather than a serious or practical purpose.

In an era of smartphones, tablets, and time-consuming technologies everywhere, we need to 
stop for a second and change the direction, change the mentality, change the game. 

Kendama is the perfect way to socialize with your friends and family. Actually, it can be hard to 
keep your kendama for yourself, once you start playing - people are going to want to try it! So 
we challenge you - try playing in front of friends or family for 3 minutes, and we promise you 
they will be asking to try it. If not, we give you a free kendama! 



3 step guide on How to play kendama

1-. Hold the ken while the tama is hanging still

2. Catch the tama on the big cup of the ken

TIP: Use body to catch the tama softly

3. Now go watch our awesome tutorial

bit.ly//kromtutorial



portfol io

overview

Recruitment and beginner kendama, yet a popular model among seasoned 
players and pro’s because of the high quality and value for money.

Spring / Summer 2018 Limited Edition



KROM NOIA 1
MSRP $35

KROM NOIA 2
MSRP $35

KROM NOIA 3
MSRP $35

KROM KAMO 
MSRP $45

KROM 7Y BDAY
MSRP $60

KROM AJAGAK BLUE
MSRP $40

KROM AJAGAK BLACK
MSRP $40

By players for players

On the KROM Pro team we got 5 of 8 world champions.
Here’s some of their weapons of choice.
Japanese tradition, danish design.



marketing

machine
Let’s socialize, for real!

On all KROM platforms, we make sure that our community get their voice heard 
– and their tricks seen! With continuous competition and challenges, the KROM
Kendama community is always filled with premium content, provided worldwide from
our Pro Team and the growing community of kendama lovers!

- Weekly competitions on Instagram #wekendama
- Pro Teams tours worldwide, including several world champions
- Local Kendama clubs, with brand ambassadors engaging the community

Media kit

All content provided for professionals is generated in-house. We have a strong team 
of photographers, graphic designers, writers and other creative souls, to meet your 
needs. Whenever the KROM logo is on it, we make sure it’s on point. Tell us what you 
need to make your retail experience even stronger, and we will make sure to provide it!

- Image bank with both product pictures and action pictures
- Text material for promotion purposes
- Product information and specification sheets

Retail with attention to detail

Nothing beats the feeling of holding a brand new kendama, seeing the newest designs 
or touch the latest types of damas. The retail experience is key to engage the kendama 
community and the experience with KROM is thought through from step to step.

- Tailor-made displays ensuring premium presentation
- Leaflets and brochures
- Custom POS-tools on demand

@kromkendama 

youtube.com/kromkendamaking



users carewhy our





Yui, Tokyo, Japan

8 years old, likes to go to school 
and play with her friends.
“The first time I saw a kendama, 
was in a toy store with my mom. 
I loved the colors of it and simply 
had to have it. I really like playing 
with it, and learning to do new 
things with it. Me and my friends 
always play together and it’s so 
much fun to show each other the 
new tricks we’ve learned.”  

Check out her video: bit.ly/yuikrom

consumer profiles

Bonz, Colorado, US

23 years old, likes to skate, slack-
line, disc golf, hackysack, snow-
board, and much, much more 
“I was at a friends party, where I 
just saw a buddy playing. I tried 
it out  and seriously didn’t put it 
down the whole night. Ordered 
my first dama the next day - just 
fell in love!”

Bonz is the only triple world 
champ, check out the video:
bit.ly/bonzchamp

Simone, Copenhagen, Denmark

28 years old, enjoys hanging out 
at the local coffee place or ex-
ploring new places or things with 
friends
“I went to the museum one day, 
to an exhibition on Japanese 
history. It was very interesting 
and on my way out, I stopped by 
the gift shop. I had heard of the 
kendamas through friends, but 
had never seen one. Once i saw it, 
I knew I had to own it. The beau-
tiful tree and design, combined 
with the endless possibilities of 
playing, made me not only buy it, 
but also recommend it to all my 
friends.”   



Recognised 
amongst the 
world’s best 
players as well as 
new consumers as 
the leading 
Kendama brand 
in this globally 
emerging sports 
category. KROM 
has an edge, 
connecting with 
players and brands 
in street sports, 
music & fashion.

“Kendama is today, 
where skateboard-
ing was in the 80’s.
A new category 
defined by it’s 
players, quickly 
becoming a global 
movement”KROM Kendama was established in 2010

by founders Thorkild May and Philip Eldridge. 
With nothing but love for the game and the kendamas, 
they quickly established a distribution network in 
Denmark, sending out the products from their apartment 
and covering Copenhagen deliveries by bike. 

Creating a name for themselves on the international ken-
dama scene, they were rapidly earning a lot of respect at 
the competitions - Philip becoming European champion in 
2013 and 2014, while Thorkild took home the World cham-
pion title in 2014, pioneering how kendama is played by all.

T

KROM 

journey

The company has grown steadily since then, and the 
KROM kendamas are now being distributed in 30 
countries. With the simultaneous launch of an apparel 
line, with much more to come, KROM is now known as a 
playful urban lifestyle brand across the world. 

However, the company and its vision will never change: 
making the world play again, across generations and 
borders and doing so with only the very best kendamas. 

Japanese tradition, Danish design - what’s not to like?  

KROM HQ, SHOP & WAREHOUSE
COPENHAGEN, DENMARK

KROM US WAREHOUSE
CHICAGO, IL, USA

KROM PRODUCTION & WAREHOUSE
P.R.C




